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text-based queries. Such a system would facilitate many sports
video applications including content mining, video indexing,
browsing, retrieval, highlight generation.
Manual annotation is both impractical and very expensive,
Abstract
due to the vast amount of data generated at a rapid rate
A novel framework is presented for semantic labeling of by such videos. However, automatic annotation is a very
video clips, automatically segmented from broadcast video demanding and an extremely challenging computer vision task
of soccer (football) games, as highlights and excitement as it involves high-level scene interpretation. In [20], authors
clips etc. The proposed framework provides a generalizable presented a web-casting text based annotation scheme. In
method for linking low-level video features with high- [1], authors proposed Finite State Machine based annotation
level semantic concepts defined in a commonly understood of soccer video. Barnard et. al. proposed [3] HMM based
sports lexicon. Three important contributions are made to framework to fuse audio and video features to recognize the
automatic annotation of sports video, as follows. First, domain play and break scenes in soccer video sequences. Li et. al. [12]
knowledge combined with an event-lexicon and a four-level proposed rule based algorithm using low-level audio/video
hierarchical classifier based on low-level video features is features for football video summarization. Babaguchi et.
used to label video segments. Second, a priori event mining al. [2] proposed event detection by recognizing the textual
is used to establish probabilistic event-associations that are overlays from football video.
used to assign a concept-lexicon, such as goals and saves, to There have been many successful works in soccer video
each highlight video segment. And, finally, the collection of analysis as mentioned above. But most of these works fail to
highlight video clips is summarized using concept- and event- respond to action-based queries, such as "extract the goal clips
lexicons to facilitate highlight browsing, video skimming, out of this soccer sequence", or "extract the saves from this
indexing and retrieval.
soccer video", "extract goals scored by team-A", "extract all
the red card events from the collection of FIFA 2006 world
1 Introduction
cup matches", etc. At higher level, user may ask the specific
queries such as, "extract the replay segment from the goal clip
The well structured nature of data and large commercial of this soccer video?" or "extract the close-up of goalkeeper
interest, make sports video a prime candidate for focused segment from the save clip of this soccer video sequences?".
research. It is observed that sports videos, especially soccer To answer such type of difficult queries, we propose novel
(football) videos, are one of the most popular video genres in framework for automatic annotation of the excitement clips
video-on-demand services. This popularity drives the financial and its events. This work facilitate fast retrieval, highlight
interest around content-based sports video applications, generation, automatic indexing.
Sports video analysis [5], [6], [0l], [9] has received increased Our proposed system shown in figure 1 annotates the
attention recently within digital video processing. The excitement clip at two-level, one at event-level and other
broadcast styles of different sports genres vary dramatically at concept-level. First recorded soccer sports video is preMost of the published results in this area is comprised of genre processed using operations such as commercial removal [22].
specific approaches. They have targeted the individual sports Excitement clips are extracted from soccer sports video using
game such as soccer [19], [14], [8], tennis [16], [24], cricket audio cues [13]. Events are extracted using low-level feature
[11], basketball [20], baseball [15], [17], volleyball [7], etc.
based hierarchical classification tree. Each extracted event is
Video annotation is a basic technique which facilitates annotated by appropriate lexicon (i.e. label). The detected
introducing and exploiting semantic abstractions in all eventsF1, F2.Fm within theclipare considered as items
sports video applications. Ideally, all sports video should Of a relational database D. The sequential association between
be annotated, and the meta-data generated from each video the database items is computed using a priori algorithm
should be stored in a database along with the original video. [25]. Based on our proposed sequential association distance
Such a system would allow an operator to retrieve any measure, appropriate lexicon is assigned to the excitement
important event at a later date. Also, the level of annotation clip. The lexicon consists of words that convey meaning to
provided by the system should be adequate to facilitate simple the user. Each excitement clip will have one concept-lexicon
Keywords:Video Content Analysis, Sports Video annotation,
Replay, Close-up detection, Semantic Concept Mining
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Figure 1: Proposed Semantic Concept Annotation to the
Excitement Clip

analysis techniques- short-time audio energy and ZCR for

extracting excitement clip.

The

details

of the

algorithm are

published else where. In this section we will discuss, the

and several event-lexicons. In this paper, we use 12 lexicons hierarchical classification of the events of the excitement clips
for the annotation of events and 4 lexicons for annotation of using various low-level feature and automated annotation of

concepts.

these events.

In [19] the authors propose the integration of multi-modal
features such as audio video and text to detect the semantics
of the events. Although the integration of multiple features
improves the classification accuracy, it leads to other problems
such as proper selection of features, proper fusion and
synchronization of right modalities, critical choice of the
weighting factor for the features and computational burden.
To cope with these problems, we propose a novel hierarchical
classification framework for the soccer videos as shown
in Figure 2, which has the following advantages: (1) The
approach avoids shot detection and clustering that are the
information,
The main contributions and the novelty of this paper are necessary steps in most of video classification schemes, so that
summarized as follows: (1) We propose novel hierarchical the classification performance is improved. (2) The approach
framework for extracting events of the excitement clip uses top-down four-level hierarchical method so that each
and each event clip is assigned appropriate event-lexicon level can use simple features to classify the videos. (3) This
.
. . ........ , . ^ . . . . . ..immroves
the
com utation s p eed , since the number of frames
p
ph
based on domain knowledge, (2) Our proposed field-view
to
be
processed will remarkably reduce level by level.
classification based on motion-mask is new and gives very
good classification accuracy, (3) We propose novel close-up 2.1 Level-i: Replay Detection
detection algorithm based on edge detection, (4) We propose
novel domain specific close-up classification algorithm As shown in figure 3 we observed that replays are generally
based on skin detection and jersey color comparison, (5) broadcasted with flying graphics (logo) indicating the start and
Our proposed sequential association distance-based mining end of the replay. The flying graphics generally last for 10
framework uses retrieval-friendly semantic concept lexicons.
to 20 frames. A pair of such detection gives an estimate of a
replay interval. Our approach is summarized as follows:
Agrtmi
2 Event Annotation
1: Convert the input RGB frame into HSV image format and
We have observed that during the exciting events spectator's plot 256-bins Hue-histogram.
cheer and commentator's speech becomes louder. Based on 2: Let M by N be the size of the frame. Compute Huethis observation, we have used two popular audio content Histogram Difference (HHD) between frame n and the

These annotated events and concepts are used for indexing and
retrieval,
video summarization, hglhtgeneration
highlight generation purpose.
purpose.
retleal,vleosummarization,
In short, the goal of this work is to propose new algorithms
for the extraction and management of the low-level features
such as color, edge, motion in the application of storage
and retrieval of soccer videos. All algorithms presented are
carried out and tested on databases of soccer sports videos,
We observed that by applying the low-level features to
specific and constrained-application domains, we benefit from
domain knowledge to derive potentially more useful semantic
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Figure 3: Representativeframes of the replay segment. Row1: Representative frames of flying graphics(#690 to #705),
Row 2: Representative frames ofreplay (#706 to #894), Row3: Representative frames offlying graphics (#895 to #910)
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Figure 4: Graphs for the replay segment shown in figure 3.
(a) Graph of HHD vs video frame number (b) Logo transition
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Figure 5: (a) Histogram of hue component of field view
image, (b)Histogram of hue component of non-field view
image (crowd).
histogram of these images. As shown in Figure 5 (a), we
observed peak at bin k = 59 and value of the peak is 23486
for the particular image of size 288 by 352. By testing all 70
images, we observed that the green color peak occurs between
58 to k 62. The peak of the histogram gives number
of the pixels of the grass in the image. We call this number
as xg. From this, we compute the dominant grass pixel ratio
(DGPR) as xgl/, where x is the total number of pixels in the
frame. We observed DGPR values vary from 0. 16 to 0.24 for
the field view. For non-field view image shown in Figure 5
(b), we observed peak for bin k = 20 and its value is 2915.
The image can be classified as field view or non-field view on
the basis of DGPR values. Our approach is summarized as
follows:

Algorithm-2:

previous frame n - 1 using the following formula:
B

iooj

(1)

1:Convert input RGB image into HSV image format.
2: Plot histogram of the hue component of the image
3: Compute DGPR by counting the number of grass pixels.
4:Classify the image using following condition:
if (DGPR > 0.16),
then frame belongs to classfield view
else frame belongs to class non-field view

where B=total number of bins.
3: Plot the graph of HHD vs frame number as shown in Figure
4 (a). Select the frames which has HHD > mean.
4: The duration of the logo transition is mostly constant in a 2.3 Level-3a: Field View Classification
game video, because these segments are automatically inserted Under the constant illumination model, the optic-flow equation
byby
editing
software. Gnealy,th
Generally, the duration
of the lgo
diin
sftar.
dratonofth
logo-.. [4] of a
volume I (x) centered at location
centered atlocatio
transition is 10-20 frames. Hence, select the shots which has [4] of a spatiotemporal
spa ioemporal iimage volume v(x)
duration between 10 to 20 frames as shown in Figure 4 (b) x-[x: y, t] Is given by Eq. 2 where, v(x) =[vt v Vt] Is the
o
These shots are the logo-transitions.
5: A replay segment is sandwiched by two logo transitions.
dI(x)
&I(x)
aI(x)
aI(x)
Since a replay shows many different viewpoints and thus
Vt
Vd
z + 3Y +
dt
+
VY
contains many shots in a relatively short period, shot frequency
T
VIT (x) v(x) 0
in a replay segment is significantly higher than the average shot
(2)
frequency in the clip.
6: If the clip contains shot frequency higher than the average and v(x) is estimated by minimizing Eq. 2 over a local 3D
shot frequency in the clip, declare the clip as replay.
image patch Q(x, y), centered at x.
In order to reliably detect only the moving structures without
2.2 Level-2: Field View Detection
performing expensive eigenvalue decompositions, the concept
of the flux tensor is proposed [4]. Flux tensor
is the temporal
ihntelcl3
We are using grass-pixel ratio similar to [21] to classify the vaitin ofteotclfo.il
real-time clips into field view and non-field view. In our
experimental set-up, we consider 70 field view images in HSV sPaitmoa voue
format for training. We plot 256-bin histogram of the hue Computing the second derivative of Eq. 2 with respect to t, Eq.
component of these images. We pick up the peaks of hue 3 is obtained where, a(x) =[ax, ay, at] is the acceleration of

the image brightness located at x.
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(3)

V(X) + VIT (x) a (x) (4)
for
Using the same approach deriving the classic 3D structure,
minimizing Eq. 3 assuming a constant velocity model and
1 leads to
subject to the normalization constraint vs(x)
Eq. 5i
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Figure 6: Row-i shows long view: (a) Image (b) motion(5) mask
(c) connected component image, Row-2 shows straight
Assuming a constant velocity model in the neighborhood view: (d) Image (e) motion-mask (f) connected component
Q(x,y), results in the acceleration experienced by the image, Row-3 shows corner view: (g) Image (h) motion-mask
brightness pattern in the neighborhood Q(x, y) to be zero at (i) connected component image
every pixel. The 3D flux tensor JF using Eq. 5 can be written
+ A (I

V(X)TV(X))

as

JF (X, W)

I

a

,VI
W(x, y) atVI(x

~~~~~~~Algorithm-3a:

Tx
(6) 1: Generate motion-mask for the input field-view
in the second column of the Figure 6.
VI(dyshown

2: Apply connected component technique to remove noisy
objects from the image as shown in the third column of figure

and in expanded matrix form as Eq. 7.
{ 2
}vyraged flux
fppoes

tenso 6.at
tae f

frame as

5-t21d
dyre

3: In the connected component image, background color is the
color of object 'field'. Divide the frame into three regions 11,
al al
a2l2
a2l
12, and 2 as shown in the figure 6(a).
d
JF fand_Yat dy tof{alat
dy
y fo ayat a2I
at2r
4: Let FR2, Fr11, FR12 be the percentage of field pixels
2i eldd ie2w,ydar o
(Ein the region 2, 11, 12 of the connected component image
fj a2i2
f
non-moving object.Hence,we used motion-mask to classify respectively.Tm
Let f , T2, 3 be the thresholds. The field-view
(7) frame is classified into long view, corner view, and straight
As seen from Eq. 7, the elements of the flux tensor incorporate view using following condition:
information about temporal gradient changes which leads to if (FR2 > TO71 A(FRi1 + FR12) > T12),
efficient discrimination between stationary and moving image then frame belongs to class long-view
features. Thus the trace of the flux tensor matrix which can be else if ~FR - FR12 >T§13
compactly written and computed as,
frame belongs to class corner-view
else
a
VI 2dy
(8) frame belongs to class straight-view
trace(JF) ]
jX-

t

and can be directly used to classify moving and nonmoving regions without the need for expensive eigenvalue
deconmpositions. Motion-mask is obtaine-d by thresqholdingy and

24Lvl3:Coeu

eeto

At this level, we have to classify the frames of non-field views.
We- observe-d that non-fie-ld vie-w gefne-rally contains only close--

,*Sk ~ ~ ~ S1t0>T5

Table 1: Condition for block selection for checking jersey
color of the player
x
Condition-x
Result-x (block number
for jersey color checking)
1 (S6, S7, Sl0, Sll) > T5 14, 15
Figure 7: (a) Crowd image, (b) Edge detection results of
2
(S6, S1o) > T5
14
image (a), (c) Close-up image, (d) Edge detection results of
3
>
15
(S7, Sll) T5
image (c)
4
(S6, S7) > T5
10, 11
5
14, 15
(S1o, Sll) > T5

Figure 8:
Close-up frames frequently observed in
broadcasted football video. (a) Player of Team-A, (b)
Player of Team-B, (c) Goalkeeper of Team-A, (d) Goalkeeper
of Team-B

skin detected objects from the image as shown in Figure 9.
3: Divide the image into 16 blocks, and compute the
percentage of skin color pixels in each block.
4: Let S6, S7, S10, Si, are the skin percentages of block
number 6, 7,10,11 respectively. Select threshold T5 for
1:Convert input RGB image into YCbCr image format.
considering the block as skin block.
2: Apply Canny operator to detect the edge pixels.
5: If no skin color found in the block 6, 7, 10, 11, use threshold
3: Count the percentage of edge pixels (EP) in the image.
T5 for checking hair color (black).
4: Classify the image using following condition:
6: Check the condition-i of the Table 1 using skin or hair color
if (EP > T4),
block information. If condition-i is satisfied, result-i will give
then frame belongs to class crowd
the block number for checking jersey color of the player.
else frame belongs to class close-up
7: Compute 256-bins Hue-histogram HiStOb of the selected
block as per condition-i.
2.5 Level-4a:Close up Classification
8: Compute the average 256-bins Hue-histogram for all the
In this level, we will classify the close-up images into player of known classes C.
team-A, player of team-B, goalkeeper of team-A, goalkeeper 9: Compute the Euclidean distance of the block b of frame n
of team-B and referee. We will first find out the location from the class k using following formula.
of the face of the person in the close-up using skin or hair
color information. In most of the close-up images, the face
256
position will occur in the block 6,7,10,11, as shown in Figure dk(b)
Z[histok(i)-histob(i)12 where k 1,2, .., C
8. Depending on the face location, we will select the block
i=1
for checking the jersey color of the player. Our approach is
(9)
10: Select the value of k for which dk has lowest value. Assign
summarized as follows:
that value of k as a class-label to the particular frame n.
Algorithm-4a:
1: Convert input RGB image into YCbCr image format. Use
the following condition for detecting skin pixels.
if (105 < Y < 117) A(110 < Cb < 113) A(Cr > 128),
At this level, we classify the crowd using jersey color
then pixel belongs to skin color
information into the following three classes: Player's
else pixel does not belong to skin color
Gathering of Team-A, Player's Gathering of Team-B, and
2: Apply connected component technique to remove noisy Spectator. Since players gather on the field after exciting
event, in most of the players gathering frames will have field
as a background as shown in figure 10. Hence, if we set
the
dominant field color (green) bins to zero, classification
5
-MAM.R, 5
1
performance will be improved. Our approach is summarized
=
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Figure 9: (a) Image of goalkeeper (b) Image showing skin
detection, (c) Connected component image

l:Convert input RGB image n into HSV format.

: Compute 256-bin Hue-histogram for the input image n.
3: Dominant green color occur in the bins 56 to 64. So if
we set these bins to zero, the error due to field color will be
removed. Let histon be the histogram of image n after setting

one consumer, and that each item in D is one transaction. The

sequential correlation among the items of D would reflect the
association among video items. The terminology used in the
algorithm is defined as follows:
Video item is a basic unit that denotes an events with semantic
meaning attached to it. In our soccer video case, R, Vl, Vs, Vc,
KB, GA, GB are video items.
Figure 10: (a) Players gathering of team-A (England), (b) S PA PB, KA,
database D typically includes a list of sequential
Plays gTransactional
Players gathering of team-B (Portugal), (c) Spectator
patterns.
L-ItemAssociation is a sequential association that consists of L
sequential items. In our case R, Vs, Vc, S, PA, PB, KA,

the bins of green color to zero.
V1,
4: For all known classes, compute average 256-bins hue- KB, GA, GB are I-ItemAssociation.
The Support of an association is the number of times particular
histogram with setting dominant green color bins (i. e. 56 to association appears sequentially in the clip. A minimum
64) to zero.
support threshold requires to be set to extract important
o exactiortant
5: Compute histogram distance of the hue-histogram of input sort tsd reqisoeset t
association and we have set this as 2.
associations having
image n from the hue-histogram of the class k using following support less than 2 are disqualified for The
next level.
formula.
L-ItemSet is an aggregation of all L-ItemAssociation with each
of its member being an L-ItemAssociation.
256
L-LItemSet is an aggregation of all L-ItemAssociation whose
dk((n) Z,[histok(i) - histo,(i)]2 where k 1, 2, , C support is no less than a given threshold.
i=1
We have used a priori algorithm to extract the association
(10) between the video items. It employs an iterative approach
6: Find the value of k for which the distance dk (n) is known as level-wise search, where L-ItemSet is used to explore
minimum. Assign label of that class k to the frame n.
(L+])-ItemSet. The a priori algorithm [25] is described below

2.7 Event

for the ready reference.

Algorithm-5: A priori Algorithm
We have defined the events as scenes in the video with some I1 = {]-ItemSet}; L1 = {]-ItemSet};
semantic meaning (i.e. lexicons from a semantic hierarchy) for (k =2; Lk1
0; k + +)
attached to it based on the leaf nodes shown in Figure 2. begin
Events are extracted as the leaf nodes of the hierarchical tree. Ik= New candidate generated from Lk-1;
The events are replay, long view, straight view, corner view, (See candidate generation function)
spectator, player of team-A, player of team-B, goalkeeper of Lk= Candidate in Ik with the minimum support;
team-A, goalkeeper of team-B, players gathering of team-A, end
players gathering of team-B.
Candidate Generation Function
1: Join the items of association in Lk1
3 Semantic Concept Annotation
2: Insert the join results into 'k
For semantic concept mining, the objective is to capture Select {p.ItemT, ..., p.Itemk 1, q.ItemTk }
information about how events in the extracted clip are related from {Lkl .p, Lk1 .q, P #t q}
to one another. In comparison with the classification rule [18], where {p.Itemi = q.Item1, ..,p.Itemk2 q.Itemk2}
[23], [13], the association-based technique doesn't need to 3: Delete any member x C Ik such that some
define the models in advance. Instead, the association mining {(k-])-ItemAssociation} of x is not in Lkl
help us to explore models from video. The leafnodes of the
hierarchical classification tree of figure 2 are arranged in their 3.2 Video Association Classification
temporal order. The labels are attached to these events to Our proposed method for classifying each association
form video item sequence D for particular excitement clip, into a corresponding concept category is summarized as
The labels assigned to the events are shown in the brackets: follows. .Given two associations
.
A(a) ={X1, X2, ., XP}
replay (R), long view (V1), straight view (Vs), corner view indicating a sequential association with
P items, and
{ XV. .., X
al
t
(Va), spectator (S), player of team-A (PA), player of team-B A(b)
(PB), goalkeeper of team-A (KA), goalkeeper of team-B wihQiesweposeadtncmaur,ecibdste
(KB), players gathering of team-A (GA), players gathering of SEQuential Association Distance (SEQAD) between A(a)
team-B (GB).
and A(b) defined as
3.1 Video Item Association

For a better understanding of video mining from the database
point of view, let's assume that D is a transaction database of

SEA

SQAD{A(a): A(b)}

1-

LCS{A(a), A(b)}
min(P, Q)

mNCi(APa),Q)

(11)
mtn(P, Q)
where, LCS and NCI are the length of the Longest Common
Subsequence and Number of Common Items respectively. The
SEQAD is used to compute the distances between association
of the concept under test and the association of the known
concept-class. For example, let A(wocl), A(wOc2), A(wOc3),
A(wC4), and A(CT) are the associations for concept Goal
, (GoalA), Goal Scored by team-B (GoalB),
Scored by team-A
Goal saved by team-A (SaveA) Goal saved by team-B (SaveB)
and Concept under test respectively.

{
{
Example: If A(woci)
A(wOC2)
fPAGAS},
fPBGBS},
{PAR} and A(CT)
A(wC3)
{PBR}, A(wC4)
{PBGB},
f PB GB 1, then

Table 2:
Le-

vel

Nov
N
2

1

-LCS{PAGAS,PBGB}
min(3, 2)

NCI{PAGAS, PBGB} 12
=1
(, 2

3.3 Definition of Concept

Concepts are mined from the events through a sequential
association rule-base. Semantic concepts are the collection of
a temporally ordered set of events. For soccer, concepts can
be GoalA, GoalB, SaveA and SaveB. It can be expressed as
w
Ca = Um 11Ej where,
, El,, E2 , . . . . . ,h Em correspond to the events
and m is the number of events associated with the a' concept.
C = {Ca}a=l,2,.,n represent the set of all extracted concepts.
=

4 Experimental Results

Replay
Real-time
Field-view

Recall

Prec-

Clips

eN-NnNf
N

244
238
196

203/41/26
215/23/40

192/4/11

83.20 88.65
90.94 84.31
97.96 94.58

247
38
31
122

236/11/4
33/5/4
28/3/10
110/12/6

95.55
86.84
90.32
90.16

98.33
89.19
73.68
94.83

Ci)

ision

Straight-view
Corner-view

3b

Close-up

362

326/36/33

90.01

Crowd

251

221/33/36

87.01

90.81
85.99

Player-A

137
123
26
29
11
78

112/25/18
97/26/24
21/5/7
22/7/9
9/2/2
61/17/14

81.75
78.86
80.77
75.86
81.81
78.21

86.15
80.17
75.00
70.97
81.81
81.33

61

46/15/17

75.41

73.02

4a

Player-B

Goalkeeper-A
Goalkeeper-B
Referee

Players

Similarly,

0.75, and SEQAD{A(wOc4),A(cT)} = 1.
Hence, the concept derived from the association A(CT) is Goal
scored by team-B, since its association with A(wc2) gives the
minimum SEQAD score.

C)

~~~~~~Total

3a

(12)

SEQAD{A(wlc2),A(cT)}0, SEQAD{A(wC3),A(CT)}

Class

~~~~~~~~~~~~Non-field-view
Long-view

then

SEQAD{A(wocl),A(CT)}

Performance of Hierarchical Classifier

Gathering-A

4b

Players

Gathering-B
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4.1 Performance of Event-Annotation
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2. We observed
82 % recall
and 88 % treeisi
precision

replays. Replays generally occur at the end of the excitement
clips. If audio is low during the last wipe of the replay, it will

r*.XXJ
not.........
be extracted as a part
of the excitement clip, and hence
there will be possibility of missing replays.
We observed 97.96 % recall and 94.58 % precision for field
detection. For field view classification, we observed some
miss-classification near the shot boundaries, since we consider
few previous frame for generating motion-mask. The detection
o onrve svr motn rmsmni ocp
of corner view iS very important from semantic concept
extraction point of view, since it is frequently observed in goal
and save concepts of the soccer video.
Since more number of edges are observed for crowd class, we
use edge pixel density as a feature. We observed more than 90
a r
f c
d

We have tested our proposed approach using of 48 hours
of live-recordings of soccer video. We define the threshold
vector as T = [T1, T2, T3, T4, T5]. We experimentally found
that T
[65, 65, 10, 8, 60] gives better results. We are
analyzing the excitement clips based on the sequence of events
in the clip. This extracted event sequence is used for mining
semantic concept for the particular excitement clip. We are
our classifier for classifying the close-up frames into five
only interested to knowthewhether
particular event is present classes. The advantage of our close-up classification scheme
or absent in the particular excitement clip. Hence, we present i hti vsbt rrslsee huhteei o e
g
g
g
clip-based performance of the hierarchical classifiers. The background
as shown in Figure 11. For close-up classification,
obevdtearge7.1%
nd882%eclad
length of the clips decreases as the level of hierarchy increases,w
we observed the average 79.81 % and 78.82 % recall and
r
because at each level, we divide the clips into sub-clips. For p
.
precision
we used
respectively. For crowd
classification,
'1smlrtcnqewihw
sdfrcoeu
lsiiain
measuring the performance of classifiers at each level, we use
followingparameters:
observed the average 78.04 % and 77.96 % recall and
Nc
precision respectively.
Recal - Nc+N
=

____

~~~We

Where, Nc, Nm, Nf represents the number of clips correctly
detected, missed and false positive, respectively.

4. PefracofCnptA
oain
First, we have computed the association of 180 excitement
clips whose concepts are known to us. Then we have selected

Table 3: Association of the extracted video items
Association
Clip No.
Sequence D

PBVVCPBGBSGBRS
PAVCPARPAR
VCPARPAVI R
VCPBVCRPBR
VCPARPAR
VlVCPBGBSGBR
PAVCPAGARGAS

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

PBVCRPBR

PBVVCPBGBSGBSR
PAVCPAGBSRS

PBGBS
PAR
PAR
VCPBR
PAR
GB
PAGA
PBR
PBGBS
PAS

D1 D2 D3
0.89 0 0.75
1
0.75
0.75
1
0.75
0.75
1
0.89 0

1
0.75
0.75
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0.75
0.89 0 0.75
0
1
0.75

D4

1
0
0
1
0
1
0.75
1
1
0.75

Actual Concept Observed Concept

GoalB
SaveB

SaveB

SaveA
SaveB
GoalB
GoalA
SaveA
GoalB

SaveA
SaveB
GoalB
GoalA
SaveA
GoalB

SaveB

GoalA

GoalB

SaveB

GoalA

Figure 11: Examples of successfully classified close-up with
complex background (FIFA world cup 2006 England vs
Portugal match): Row-i: (a) Player of team-B (Portugal), (b)
Player of team-A (England), (c) Player of team-B (Portugal), Figure 12: Video Item sequence of clip no. 1 of table-3 (Goal
(d) Player of team-A (England)
scored by France in FIFA world cup 2006 quarterfinal match
against Brazil): Row-i: (a) PB, (b) Vc, (c) PB, (d) GB, Row2: (e) S, (f) GB, (g) R, (h) S
five frequently occurring associations for the particular
concept-class and determined key association in such a way
that the length of common subsequence between the key
association and any member of five frequently occurring
associations is at least 2.
Let A(ci), A(wc2), A(wc3), A(wc4) be the key- Figure 13: Video Item sequence of clip no. 2 of table-3 (Goal
association for the concepts GoalA, GoalB, SaveA and saved by France in FIFA world cup 2006 quarterfinal match
SaveB respectively. We found following key associations against Brazil): (a) PA, (b) Vc, (c) PA, (d) R, (e) PA, (f) R
for our four concept-classes.
A(wci) = {PAGAS},

A(wC2)

{PBGBS}, A(wC3)

=

{PBR}, A(wC4)

=

{PAR}. Let A(CT) be the association for the concept motion, edge density, skin tone, player's jersey color, etc.
under test.
Let D1
SEQAD{A(wc1), A(CT)}, The sports domain semantic knowledge encoded in the
=
SEQAD{A(wC2), A(CT)}, D3
D2
hierarchical classification is used to annotate the events of

SEQAD{A(wC3), A(CT)}, D4= SEQAD{A(wC4), A(CT)}-

The concept-class-i is assigned to the concept under test if
Di = min(D1, D2, D3, D4) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The examples of the association of clips are shown in the
table 3. Figure 12 and 13 show the video items (events) for
the clip-i and clip-2 of the table 3 respectively. The overall
performance of the semantic concept mining is shown in the
table 4.
5 Conclusion

the clip. Sequential association distance is used to annotate
semantic concepts for the excitement clip. Each excitement
clip will have one concept-lexicon and several event-lexicons.
Our results demonstrate that our proposed concept-annotation
technique is effective and we could achieve average recall
83.06 % and precision 82.09 %.
For soccer video, we have considered only goal and save
concept-lexicons. In future, we will introduce more number
of lexicons such as foul, corner kick, free kick, red-card,
yellow-card, etc. The proposed framework can be readily
generalized to other sports domains as well as other types of

In this paper, we have presented a novel framework for video.
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